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Gravesham Borough Council

Report to: Operational Service Cabinet Committee

Date: Wednesday, 22nd September 2021

Reporting officer: Stuart Alford - Assistant Director (Operations)
Joel Simons - Waste Projects & Compliance Officer

Subject: Portfolio Performance Update - Operational Services Projects

Purpose and summary of report: 
To provide members of the Operational Services Cabinet Committee with an update on 
Operational Services projects and performance.

Recommendations:
1. Information only.

1. Overview

1.1 All the teams within the Operational Services Team have continued to provide 
services through the COVID-19 pandemic including collecting refuse & 
recycling from residents’ homes, tending to parks and open spaces, continuing 
to provide a burial service and maintaining the Council’s fleet of vehicles.

1.2 The waste collection service has received the majority of the praise for the 
continuation of services to the public but all teams have worked hard to 
maintain their service areas.

1.3 While the Operational Services Team have continued to deliver vital services, 
numerous projects have been under way in the past 12 months. 

2. Street Cleansing

2.1 Protecting vital services such as refuse & recycling collections has meant that 
on occasion resources have had to be directed away from street cleansing, 
however this work is caught up on and disruption is kept to a minimum.

2.2 Some of the projects that are currently being progressed are outlined below. 
Improvements to the street cleansing service have continued to be made over 
the past 6 months. 
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2.3 Parks & Shopping Parades Litter Bin Replacement Programme 

2.3.1 The parks & open spaces litter bin replacement programme,  roll-out of 
recycling ‘on-the-go’ bins, has continued with works beginning at the 
Riverside Leisure Area and at Woodlands Park.  

2.3.2 Across St Andrew’s Gardens, the Riverside Leisure Area, Woodlands 
Park and Camer Park, a 168% increase in litter capacity will be 
delivered.  

2.3.3 Some before and after images of the litter bins can be seen below.

2.3.4 Litter housings for bulk bins have also been installed to increase 
capacity at strategic areas in Camer Park, the Riverside Leisure Area 
and Woodlands Park.  An image of the new housings can be seen 
below.
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2.3.5 The work is being supported by a specific park anti-littering campaign.  
More detail about this campaign is shown in 2.5.

2.3.6 In conjunction with increased litter bin capacity, enhanced bin emptying 
and litter picking at weekends have improved litter management in our 
parks & open spaces.

2.4 Binfrastructure Grant Funding

2.4.1 In February 2021, Council Officers put in a bid for ‘Binfrastructure’ 
grant funds to support additional litter bin replacement and 
improvement works, in-line with the governments’ ‘Right Bin, Right 
Place’ guidance and the Council’s own Litter & Dog Waste Bin Policy.

2.4.2 In response to our successful bid, GBC was awarded £13,180.40 by 
WRAP (the ‘Waste & Resource Action Plan’) and DEFRA to go 
towards our shopping parades litter bin replacement and recycling ‘on-
the-go’ programme. Shop fronts at 17 locations across the borough will 
benefit from the new bins and improvement works which are currently 
underway.

2.4.3 Photos of some of the new bins in-situ at The Hill, Northfleet can be 
seen below.

 

                            

2.4.4 A full list of locations can be seen below.

 Camer Parade
 Dene Holm Road
 Dickens Parade
 Echo Square
 Istead Rise
 Kitchener Avenue
 Lawrance Square
 Lion Roundabout
 Livingstone Road
 Milton Ale Shades
 The Alma
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 The Bay (Vigo)
 The Hive
 The Hill
 Whinfell Way
 Perry Street
 Valley Drive

2.4.5 The new bins will increase available litter capacity and will allow users 
to recycle their litter.    

2.5 Parks & Town Centre Litter Campaign 

2.5.1 Following on from the previous anti-littering campaigns rather than the 
same generic message being used across the borough, new 
campaigns have been developed. 

2.5.2 There has been bespoke signage produced with specific messages for 
specific locations.  These include Gravesend town centre (which can 
be seen in 2.5.2.1) and parks & open spaces (which can be seen in 
2.5.2.2).

2.5.2.1 Gravesend Town Centre Campaign Signage
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2.5.2.2 Parks & Open Spaces Campaign Signage

                               

                                           

2.5.3 Future campaigns will include a rural focus (the concepts of which can 
be seen below) and a bespoke campaign for Perry Street.
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2.5.4 The aim of the campaigns is to make the public think about what they 
do with their litter when they are out and about in our community.

2.6 New 15 Tonne Scarab 

2.6.1 A new large mechanical sweeper was delivered in April 2021.  The 
new sweeper has helped to make our street sweeping service more 
efficient.

2.6.2 The new sweeper is being used on the main routes and rural areas, 
freeing up the other machines to provide more frequent sweeping in 
smaller residential streets.

2.6.3 Anecdotally, the smaller Scarab typically tips-off three times per day, 
whereas the 15t Scarab only needs to tip-off once per day, saving time 
and increasing fuel efficiency, as well as increasing the tonnage 
collected.

2.6.4 An image of the 15t Scarab in action can be seen below.

                  

2.6.5 While the new Scarab and sweeping regime has improved street 
sweeping efficiency, the street sweeping schedules continue to be 
adjusted to further refine & enhance the service.

2.7 Deep Clean Machine

2.7.1 The Street Cleansing Team have continued to use the Deep Clean 
Machine to remove chewing gum and grime from the town centre and 
from shopping parades across the borough.

2.7.2 A photo of the Deep Clean Machine in action can be seen below.
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2.8 Fly-Tipping 

2.8.1 The number of reported fly-tipping incidents increased by 29 in the 
year 2020-21 when compared with the previous year (see table in 
2.8.2).

2.8.2 GBC Fly-Tipping Figures in Financial Years - This table shows the 
recorded fly-tipping incidents from 2018/19 to present on a monthly 
and yearly basis.

Month
 

Recorded 
Incidents
2018/19

+/- 
previous 

year
 

Recorded 
Incidents
2019/20

+/- previous 
year

 

Recorded 
Incidents
2020/21

+/- 
previous 

year

April 179 +41 134 -45 229 +95

May 239 -41 178 -61 183 +5

June 230 -9 169 -61 215 +46

July 230 +4 254 +24 164 -90

August 224 +54 186 -38 184 -2

September 237 +6 184 -53 187 +3

October 121 +6 222 +101 181 -41

November 166 +42 201 +35 127 -74

December 175 +72 138 -37 203 +65

January 122 -58 232 +110 216 -16

February 175 +33 219 +44 178 -41

March 142 -32 161 +19 240 +79

TOTAL: 2,240 +118 2,278 +38 2,307 +29
Successful 
prosecutions 
incl. FPNs:

18 -4 3 -15 61 58
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The number of incidents reported is generated by completed customer service forms and 
internal reports, both over the phone and through the online reporting mechanism. 

2.8.3 To help combat and deal with fly-tipping, a new Environmental 
Enforcement Team was set-up in September 2020. 

2.8.4 Fly-tipping reports go to the Enforcement Team in the first instance 
where they are triaged to determine which reports are viable for 
investigation.  All reports ultimately end up with Waste Management for 
clearance. 

2.8.5 The Waste Management Team have a close working relationship with 
the Environment Enforcement Team and monthly joint team meetings 
are held to identify fly-tipping hotspots, to identify areas for targeted 
education campaigns and to identify locations for covert cameras to be 
deployed.

2.8.6 The Environmental Enforcement Team have been carrying out 
proactive enforcement action against those responsible for fly-tipping.  
To date, 60 Fixed Penalty Notices have been issued and one 
prosecution has taken place at Magistrates Court, with more cases 
being prepared.

2.8.7 The Communications Team have promoted key messages and have 
publicised successful enforcement action, which has fostered support 
from the general public.  There is also ongoing dialogue with Parish 
Councils on fly-tipping in rural areas.

2.8.8 The Waste Management and Environmental Enforcement Teams have 
worked together on targeted letter drops in areas such as Edwin Street 
and Peacock Street to educate residents about their waste collections 
etc.  If successful, this initiative will be used in other areas.

2.9 Street Cleansing Improvements - Bartec Collective

2.9.1 To modernise and develop the Street Cleansing service, the Bartec 
Street Cleansing module is being implemented within our current 
system.

2.9.2 The Street Cleansing module will deliver the following improvements:

2.9.2.1 Removal of paper schedules - Each cleansing role will have a 
digital work pack where work will be marked off once 
completed. This will allow the Managers to monitor work 
throughout the day and provide an audit trail of work 
completed.  It will also allow for new service requests to be 
immediately allocated to the relevant crew rather than through 
a phone call or a paper job ticket that would normally be 
allocated the next working day.

2.9.2.2 Real-time customer updates - Customers will be able to 
receive real-time updates when a job is completed by the 
crews.
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2.9.2.3 Litter bins - The system will map the locations of the litter bins, 
log when the bins have been emptied, the capacity when 
emptied and record defects such as graffiti and can include a 
picture.  This will enable the emptying regimes to be revised 
dependant on the fill level over time and defects to be 
rectified.

2.9.2.4 Fly-tipping - The system will facilitate dynamic routing of fly-
tipping removals, photos before and after the job, 
instantaneous completion of the job on the system which will 
update the person who has reported the issue.  This will 
replace the current manual system of the Waste Management 
Team updating the Dash system once the waste is removed.

2.9.2.5 Improved Reporting - Street Cleansing staff will be able to 
immediately report any issues they witness on their rounds as 
a service request to be rectified, such as graffiti.  

2.9.2.6 Bulky Collections - The system will deliver dynamic routing of 
the bulky waste collections and will immediately update the 
customer once the job has been completed.

2.9.2.7 Performance Monitoring - The system will facilitate better 
performance monitoring against service management 
performance targets.  It will store the history to every job 
allowing the team to better understand where street cleansing 
resources need to be deployed.

2.9.2.8 Assets will be mapped - The system will allow for assets such 
as litter bins to be mapped and assigned an asset number.  
This will allow the team to have a more consistent record of 
street cleansing assets and their history rather than the 
current excel spreadsheet which only lists the locations of all 
the bins.

3. Refuse & Recycling

3.1 Over the past 18 months, the COVID-19 pandemic has continued to place 
demands on the refuse & recycling service, however the service has been 
maintained to ensure a 100% collection rate during this period.

3.2 The Council achieved a recycling rate of 43.5% in the year 2020-21, as a 
result of the dry recycling, food waste and garden waste collections. This was 
an increase of 1.0% when compared to 2019-20 (see table 2.3.4.1).

3.3 Recycling Improvements

3.3.1 In the financial year 2020-21, an additional 3,826.5 tonnes of 
household waste was collected, an increase of 13.1% when compared 
to 2019-20. 

3.3.2 When compared to the same period in 2019-20, 13.0% more refuse 
and 13.2% more recycling and composting (food and garden waste) 
was collected in 2020-21, as shown in the table below.
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Year-on-Year Tonnage Collection Performance                      

3.3.3 Effective social media communication and advertising in the past year 
has continued to deliver key messages to residents about correct 
recycling.

3.3.4 Officers have continued to work closely with the Kent Resource 
Partnership to produce educational videos, animations and 
communications materials to inform residents about what to recycle 
and happens to their waste and recycling after it has been collected.

3.3.5 A separate report will be brought to Committee regarding 
improvements to recycling within flats.

3.4 Percentage of Waste from Household Recycling

3.4.1 The Council achieved a recycling rate of 43.5% in the year 2020-21, as 
a result of the dry recycling, food waste and garden waste collections. 
This was an increase of 1.0% when compared to 2019-20 (see table 
below).

            % of Waste from Household Recycling

Tonnages Collected
Refuse Recycling Food Waste Garden Waste Total

2020-21 17,751.2 7,896.4 3,307.5 4,085.0 33,040.1
2019-20 15,708.4 6,840.0 3,143.9 3,521.3 29,213.6

Difference: +2,042.8 +1,056.4 +163.6 +563.7 +3,826.5
% Change: +13.0% +15.4% +5.2% +16.0% +13.1%

% Increase in Refuse: +13.0%
% Increase in Recycling & Composting: +13.2%

April - Jun Jul - Sept Oct - Dec Jan - Mar Average

2016-17 37.2% 34.9% 35.0% 32.8% 35.0%

2017-18 37.3% 45.2% 41.9% 38.4%      40.7%
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*Provisional results

3.4.2 Recycling and refuse tonnages are gathered from weighbridge data 
that is entered onto a master spreadsheet on a daily basis. The 
percentage of household waste recycled is then calculated by dividing 
the total recycling tonnage by total waste arisings from the borough.

3.5 Recycling Contamination

3.5.1 In the financial year 2020-21, the recycling contamination rate was 
9.3% compared to 12.3% the previous year, decrease of 1.0% when 
compared to 2019-20 (see table below).

Year-on-Year Contamination Rate by Quarter

3.5.2 The data is provided by KCC on a monthly basis.

2018-19 45.7% 43.1% 40.5% 39.2%      42.2%

2019-20 44.3% 44.1% 40.3% 41.3%  42.5%

2020-21 45.6% 45.0% 43.0% 40.8%  43.6%

2021-22 44.3%* - - - -

April - Jun Jul - Sept Oct - Dec Jan - Mar Average
2016-17 10.5% 9.0% 8.8% 10.1% 9.6%
2017-18 8.9% 10.8% 10.6% 9.7% 10.0%
2018-19 7.8% 11.5% 11.5% 10.8% 10.4%
2019-20 12.9% 13.9% 12.7% 9.8% 12.3%
2020-21 8.6% 9.0% 9.3% 10.4% 9.3%
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3.5.3 To support our residents to recycle correctly, in the summer edition of 
Your Borough we published an article to show residents what should 
be recycled and how to find out if a particular item can be recycled.  

3.5.4 The piece also showed an image of a contaminated recycling load that 
was rejected for non-conformance in order to illustrate the extent of 
contamination found in some of the loads collected.

3.5.5 The Waste Supervisor has also been issuing leaflets to residents and 
stickering bins which have not been collected because the bin contains 
non-recyclable materials and is therefore considered to be 
contaminated.  

3.5.6 An educational recycling animation has also been produced and 
shared with residents on social media.

3.6 Residual Waste per Household (kg per Household)

3.6.1 Residual waste per household in the year 2020-21 was 481.14 kgs. 
Compared to the year 2019-20, there was an increase of 12.5% in 
residual waste collected per household (see table below). 

Residual Waste per Household (kg per Household)

 

 

 

*Provisional results

3.6.2 The financial year 2020-21 saw an increase in the amount of residual 
waste collected from households. With more people at home during the 
COVID-19 lockdown periods, more waste was generated within homes 
as schools and workplaces were closed. 

April - Jun Jul - Sept Oct - Dec Jan - Mar End of 
Year Total

2016-17 131.21 127.96 124.33 128.60 512.10

2017-18 119.97 101.30 101.63 108.80 431.70

2018-19 108.50 105.24 109.51 108.97 432.23

2019-20 107.09 103.92 107.80 108.71 427.53

2020-21 123.76 114.75 117.76 124.87 481.14

2021-22 128.28* - - - -
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3.6.3 However, there was also an increase in the amount of recyclable waste 
collected which has ensured that the Council’s recycling performance 
has been maintained.

3.7 Pledge2Recycle Plastics Project 

3.7.1 Officers have been engaging with the Kent Resource Partnership, 
RECOUP (a plastics recycling charity) and other Kent councils to 
deliver the Pledge2Recycle Plastics community education programme.  

3.7.2 The plastics recycling education project will run throughout Kent from 
summer 2021 through to spring 2022.  

3.7.3 The project aims to minimise confusion about plastics recycling in 
order to minimise contamination and increase plastics recycling.  
Residents will also be encouraged to reduce, reuse and recycle 
plastics as much as possible.

3.7.4 An educational advertisement has been included in the Autumn edition 
of Your Borough.

3.7.5 Representatives from RECOUP arranged a stall at Sainsburys at 
Pepperhill on 28th July to directly engage with residents.

3.7.6 The leaflet shown below will be delivered to all Gravesham households 
in February 2022.
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4. Horticultural Services

4.1 Remembrance Poppies

4.1.1 COVID-19 meant that Remembrance Services could not be held as 
normal in 2020.  In response, the Horticultural Service Teams 
displayed giant poppies at various locations in the borough.

4.1.2 These locations were:

 Springhead Recreation Ground
 Northfleet Cemetery Lodge
 Springvale Court
 Thames Way near Maritime Gate
 Crooked Lane opposite the Three Daws
 St. Andrew’s Gardens
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 Portreeve Court
 Fort Gardens
 Gordon Gardens
 Merston Court
 Racefield Close
 St Gregory’s Court
 Medhurst Gardens 
 Cascades Leisure Centre

4.1.3 Photos of the poppies at St Andrew’s Gardens and at Portreeve Court 
can be seen below.

 

 

 

4.2 Playgrounds Inspection Software

4.2.1 As detailed previously, dedicated playground inspection software has 
been procured by the Horticultural Services Team to enhance the 
collation of reports and the monitoring of repairs.  

4.2.2 Feedback from the Park Rangers has been positive and the software 
has enabled the team to plan works more efficiently, check that works 
have been completed and also monitor defects more closely.

4.3 Buzz Garden

4.3.1 Works on the ‘Buzz Garden’ at Windmill Gardens have continued with 
additional plants being planted, composting areas constructed, a 
gabion bench installed and signage and interpretation put in place.  

4.3.2 Together, the wild and the cultivated areas will help to provide 
bumblebees with food and shelter throughout the seasons.

4.3.3 An image of the Buzz Garden can be seen below.
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4.4 Wildflower Meadows 

4.4.1 Wildflower meadows and set-aside land at open spaces for increased 
biodiversity, carbon capture and improved soil chemistry have 
continued to be developed this year as part of the Climate Change 
Action Plan. 

4.4.2 A selection of images of wildflower meadows across the borough can 
be see in 4.4.2.1 and 4.4.2.2.

4.4.2.1  Approach to Camer Park
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4.4.2.2  Junction of Mulberry Road & Nightingale Close

      

5. Cemetery Services

5.1 Changes to Funeral Services

5.1.1 Due to the pandemic we introduced set funeral service times this was 
to enable us to carefully manage any increase in demand.  This has 
worked very well and with some minor adjustments we will be keeping 
this arrangement for the foreseeable future  

5.1.2 Funerals are offered at the following set times 10am, 12noon and 2pm 
(cremated remains, baby burials and re-opens for 1’s only) Monday to 
Thursday and only 10am and 12 noon on a Friday. 

5.2 Improvements at Northfleet Cemetery 

5.2.1 In June 2021 some groundwork took place to the roadway running 
between through Northfleet Cemetery. The work was to remove the 
roundabout, straighten the roadway and create some passing bays. 

5.2.2 This has made it a lot easier for funeral cars coming into and out of the 
cemetery, as there is no longer a tight turn on the roundabout for them 
to negotiate.  We have also been able to create another 15-20 burial 
spaces which we have started to allocate. 

5.2.3 The below photo shows the roundabout removed and roadway now 
straight the temporary fence will be removed once the ground is fully 
settled and the grass has started to come through.
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5.2.4 Further works will commence in the coming months to remove broken 
and unused pathways which will then be top soiled and grass seeded 
in readiness for full body burials in the next financial year (2022/23). 

5.2.5 It is estimated that 30 to 40 grave spaces may become available which 
could potentially give an income of £60,000 as at the current cemetery 
fees, if sold as headstone plots and dug for minimum of two 
interments.

5.2.6 We are also looking at other improvements, such as renewing the 
perimeter fence.

6. Vehicle Workshop

6.1 Brookvale Workshop MOT Bay

6.1.1 GBC fleet cars and vans currently have to be MOT tested at a local 
garage, incurring a labour cost of physically driving a van to a local 
MOT centre and back, a small cost in fuel for the journey and 
potentially increased downtime of that vehicle due to inefficiencies of 
local MOT providers.

6.1.2 An MOT facility is being installed alongside the work currently being 
carried out with Rosherville Servicing Ltd.  The service will ultimately 
cover:

 MOT Testing for all GBC fleet vehicles class 4 (car and small van) 
and class 7 (vans and minibuses up to 3500kgs)

 MOT testing for third party vehicles (Class 4 & 7).

6.1.3 The Councils’ van fleet will be tested in the new in-house facility at a 
saving of approximately £3,500 for 2020/21 increasing to 
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approximately £5,000 per year from 2022/23.  This calculation is based 
on the current van fleet of 61 vehicles requiring annual testing rising to 
95 vehicles over 3 years old.

6.1.4 Current progress on the MOT bay can be seen below.

 

6.2 Local Employment Opportunities

6.2.1 The vehicle workshop has a history of providing training & 
employments opportunities to local young people.

6.2.2 Two workshop apprentice fitters began in October 2020 and have been 
progressing well.  They were taken on as a result of successful work 
placements from North Kent College.  

6.2.3 We are currently exploring the possibility of providing additional work 
placements to aid the professional development of other local young 
persons from North Kent College.

7. BACKGROUND PAPERS

Anyone wishing to inspect background papers should, in the first place, be directed to 
Committee & Electoral Services who will make the necessary arrangements.



IMPLICATIONS APPENDIX 1
     

Legal There are no legal implications.

Finance and Value 
for Money 

There are a number of projects within this document which are funded and some 
where funding will be required. Where funding is required these projects will go 
through the normal funding process.

Risk Assessment The projects contained within this report are designed to improve service delivery 
and impact directly in the aims of the new Corporate Plan.

A data protection impact assessment (DPIA) should be carried out at the start of 
any major project involving the use of personal data or if you are making a 
significant change to an existing process. 

a. Does the project/change being recommended through this paper involve the 
processing of personal data or special category data or criminal offence data? 
A definition of each type of data can be found on the Information 
Commissioner’s Office website via the above links.

b. If yes to question a, have you completed and attached a DPIA including Data 
Protection Officer advice?
No.

Data Protection 
Impact Assessment

c. If no to question b, please seek advice from your nominated DPIA assessor or 
the Information Governance Team at gdpr@medway.gov.uk.
N/A.

a. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper have 
potential to cause adverse impact or discriminate against different groups in the 
community? If yes, please explain answer.
No.

b. Does the decision being made or recommended through this paper make a 
positive contribution to promoting equality? If yes, please explain answer.
N/A.

Equality Impact 
Assessment

In submitting this report, the Chief Officer doing so is confirming that they have 
given due regard to the equality impacts of the decision being considered, as noted 
in the table above

Corporate Plan #1 People: To create clean, welcoming neighbourhoods and parks, and delivering  
projects and initiatives to further increase recycling.

Climate Change #1 Strategic Environment - Review the council’s position of recycling in all flats and 
introduce recycling bins in public areas such as high streets, public spaces.  

Crime and Disorder There are no implications.

Digital and website 
implications

The campaigns and projects detailed will have an impact on the Digital Team due 
to necessary changes in website design, social media promotion and amendments 
to online forms and back-office processes.

Safeguarding 
children and 
vulnerable adults

There are no implications.

https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/key-definitions/what-is-personal-data/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/lawful-basis-for-processing/special-category-data/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/lawful-basis-for-processing/criminal-offence-data/
mailto:gdpr@medway.gov.uk

